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Abstract
Relevance assessing is an important part of information retrieval (IR) evaluation in
addition to being something that all users of IR systems must do as part of their search
for relevant documents. In this thesis, we present a user study conducted to understand
the relevance judging behaviour of assessors when the prevalence of relevant documents in
a set of documents to be judged is varied. In our user study, we collected judgements of
participants on document sets of three different prevalence levels. The prevalence levels
that we used were low (0.1), balanced (0.5) and high (0.9). We found that participants
who judged documents at the 0.9 level made the most mistakes, and participants who
judged documents at the 0.5 level made the least mistakes. We did not find a statistically
significant difference in judging quality between 0.1 and 0.5 prevalence levels.
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Information retrieval (IR) has become an important part of our day to day life. We all go to
our favourite information retrieval system (commonly known as a search engine) whenever
we want to find something on the internet. When we go there, we type in a query for our
information need and the system gives us a list of ranked documents. The development of
a IR system involves using various retrieval and ranking algorithms to retrieve documents.
Once the system is built, it is very important to evaluate it for the quality of documents
it returns to make sure that the documents returned by the system satisfy the user’s
information need. To evaluate the IR system, we need to know whether a document
is relevant or non-relevant for a user query. The judgements on documents about their
relevance are called relevance judgements (or relevance assessments). Relevance assessors
are hired to collect relevance judgements on documents for many search queries and these
judgements are used to evaluate new IR systems or re-evaluate existing IR systems after
they have gone through any changes.
Traditionally Cranfield methodology is used to evaluate IR systems (Cleverdon, 1967).
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In this methodology tuples of query (or search topic), document and relevance judgement
are required to evaluate a IR system. Once we have these tuples, for every document
returned by the IR system for a query, we check its relevance using the tuples we have.
At the end of this process, the number of relevant documents returned for our information
need (in this case query) is computed which is then used to calculate the various evaluation
measures for the IR system.
Due to the importance of relevance judgements in evaluating IR systems, often relevance
assessors are hired to make relevance judgements. These assessors work as if they are
working on a IR system, looking for certain information like the normal users of IR systems
and judge the relevance of the documents. One of the most well known instances of
this process is what is done at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
USA. NIST is a government body that organises a conference called the Text REtrieval
Conference (TREC) (Voorhees and Harman, 2005b). The main aim of this conference
is to support information retrieval research by providing test collections and advancing
research on the evaluation of IR systems. TREC consists of a set of tracks. Each of
these tracks focuses on a particular information retrieval task. Participants develop their
own retrieval systems and try to solve these tasks using the document collection provided
by NIST and return to NIST, a list of the retrieved top documents by their IR system.
NIST pools these individual results to create a list of documents to assess the relevance of
these documents. NIST hires assessors to judge these documents and produce relevance
assessments which are known as qrels. Using these qrels, NIST evaluates the ranked list
of documents submitted by participants at a track. A product of a TREC track is usually
a new test collection. A test collection consists of a document collection, a set of search
topics, and a set of qrels. Over the years, these test collections have been provided to the
IR research community to use in their research projects.
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Various experiments have been conducted to understand this whole relevance judging
process and thereby relevance judgements. Cuadra and Katter Cuadra and Katter (June,
1967) identified various variables which might affect the relevance judgements. Some ex-
ample of these variables are experience of judges, specification of the task, judging attitude,
kind of response required, and so on. Since there are so many variables which can affect
relevance judgements, these effects might introduce some errors in relevance judgements.
If these erroneous judgements are used to calculate the various evaluation measures then
the values will not be accurate. So, the need for calculating correct values of the evalua-
tion measures calls for careful study of the behaviour of assessors and minimization of the
effects of variables on relevance judgements.
Another reason that underscores scrupulous study of relevance assessing behaviour is
its ability to predict the search performance of users on IR systems. If we have developed
an IR system and want to predict how users would perceive the system, we should have
prior understanding of the behaviour of users on IR systems.
Another advantage of studying the behaviour of participants is that we can apply this
learning in creating better systems for assessors as well as users of IR systems. Systems
can be built for assessors which will minimise the effect of the various variables on their
behaviour and produce results with less errors. Better IR systems can also be built for
users so that they find more and more relevant documents and satisfy their information
need.
Similar to Cuadra and Katter’s work, many researchers have tried to study the relevance
assessing behaviour. In an experiment conducted by Smucker and Jethani (2010a), they
studied how precision of a rank list affects the human search performance; that is the
number of relevant documents found in a given amount of time.
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Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant. Their study was
divided in two phases and in both those phases, they investigated human performance
at two different precisions - low (0.3) and high (0.6). In phase 1, participants alternated
between judging summaries and documents. In phase 2, participants were presented with a
modern web search like interface to click on summaries and judge documents. Even though
they found out that at high precision ranking, participants find more relevant documents in
a given amount of time, the number of relevant documents found for high precision system
was not twice of the same found for low precision system. The study proposed that a
possible cause of the difference between the performance predicted by precision and actual
performance is that participants exhibit changes in behaviour depending on the precision
of the result list. When judging a high precision list, the true positive rate of participants
was found to be lower than when they worked on low precision list. True positive rate
is defined as fraction of relevant documents marked as relevant. So while judging the
high precision lists, participants were less likely to judge relevant documents as relevant,
compared to when judging the low precision lists. This effect was stronger for phase 2 than
for phase 1. There was no effect visible on the false positive rate of the participants. False
positive rate is defined as the fraction of non-relevant documents marked as relevant.
Research studies have been conducted to study the behaviour of assessors in clinical
psychology and visual search tasks. Classical examples of tasks in these fields are cancer
detection and airport luggage screening. In these tasks, user typically sees a lot of images
with some of them having targets (tumour in cancer detection or sensitive material in
airport screening) in them. The task is to find targets in these images. The fraction of
images with targets present in them is defined as prevalence. Various research studies have
shown that this prevalence of targets affects the behaviour of participants and detection
of targets. This effect on the behaviour of participants due to the prevalence is referred to
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as prevalence effect.
In one of the experiments conducted by Wolfe et al. (2005), prevalence effect in artificial
baggage-screen task was studied. The participants in the experiment looked for tools among
various objects by looking at the scanned images. The prevalence of the tools was varied
and the behaviour of participants was studied at each prevalence. They reported that
miss errors (saying “no” when tools are present) increased as the prevalence of the tools
decreased. In other words the rate at which participants missed the tools was more at low
prevalence than at high prevalence.
Wolfe and Van Wert (2010) conducted two experiments using simulated baggage search
to study the effect of changing prevalence on the user behaviour. In the first experiment
participants were asked to look for targets in balanced (50%) and high (98%) prevalence
tasks. They found that false error rate of the participants increased as prevalence of targets
increased. In second experiment, target prevalence was varied sinusoidally from high to
low and back to high. Results of this experiment showed that varying prevalence affected
participants’ decision criterion. Decision criteria is defined as how liberal or conservative
an assessor is while judging the relevance of the documents. If a participant is liberal, he
is willing to commit false positive mistakes but he does not want to miss any targets. A
conservative participant is willing to miss out on targets but does not want to commit any
false positive mistakes.
Task of finding relevant documents from a list or set of relevant and non-relevant
documents is very similar to finding targets in visual search tasks. Precision which is ratio
of relevant documents to relevant and non-relevant documents is also similar to prevalence.
Findings from the study by Smucker and Jethani (2010a) and research done to study the
effect of prevalence on assessor behaviour in other fields motivated us to study the relevance
assessing behaviour of users due to varying precision in information retrieval.
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To find out the effect of varying precision on user assessing behaviour, we conducted
a controlled user study. Our study was conducted in three phases. First phase referred
to as tutorial phase was to train participants on document judging process. In the second
phase which we refer to as qualification phase tested participants on their judging ability.
Participants who cleared this phase were asked to judge documents in the final task phase.
We used 8 topics from AQUAINT collection of 1,033,461 newswire documents used in
TREC Robust Retrieval Track (Voorhees, 2005a) for this study. 2 topics were used for
tutorial and qualification phases and 6 topics for task phase.
Our study started with participants filling their demographic information and reading
various instructions about study. Then they judged 10 documents in tutorial phase for
two topics at precision 0.5. While judging the documents, topic was visible to them all
the time. After every judgement they made they were told the reason of relevance of the
document so that they learn what to look for in a document to judge its relevance. After
they finish the tutorial phase, they were asked to judge 20 document for the same two
topics at precision 0.5. This time they were not told whether their judgement about the
document’s relevance was correct or incorrect. Participants had to judge the relevance of
14 out of 20 (70%) documents correctly in 30 minutes to qualify for the task phase. In
our study total 55 participants took part in tutorial and qualification phases. All of them
qualified for the task phase, but 1 participant did not continue for the task phase.
In task phase, each of the 54 participants was asked to judge documents for a precision.
The documents were judged for 3 different precisions. Precisions we used for this study
were low (0.1), balanced (0.5) and high (0.9). After the qualification phase, each of the 54
participants was assigned randomly to one of three groups of precisions. Each participant
judged 40 documents per topic for 2 topics for a precision. Participants were presented with
a pre-task questionnaire before they started judging documents for a topic. This question-
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naire asked questions about their familiarity and knowledge about the topic. After they
finished judging the documents for the topic, they were presented with a post-task ques-
tionnaire in which they were asked questions about their judging experience. We captured
their judgements about the relevance of the documents, time spent on each document and
their responses to pre-task and post-task questionnaires. There were 18 participants per
precision group. Behaviour of participants was studied by calculating various measures
like true positive rate, false positive rate, accuracy, ability to discriminate and criterion in
all three phases of the study and conclusions were drawn from these measures.
Based on our analysis in this thesis, we make the following contributions:
• We show that prevalence affects the quality of participants’ judgements. Participants
working on precision 0.5 have the highest true positive rate and lowest false positive
rate. Increasing the precision to 0.9 hurts the quality of the judgements produced.
Both true positive rate and false positive rate are worse at precision 0.9 as compared
to precision 0.5. Even though we did not find statistically significant difference be-
tween the judging quality at precision 0.1 and precision 0.5, both true positive rate
and false positive rate were worse at precision 0.1 than the same at precision 0.5.
• Prevalence also has an effect on amount of time spent on the documents while judging.
If we consider NIST judgements as the source of truth, participants spend more time
on relevant documents than on non-relevant documents. On the other hand if we
consider participant’s judgement as the source of truth, this behaviour is reversed
for participants working on 0.9 precision. They spend on more time on non-relevant
documents. As the prevalence increases, the time spent on NIST relevant documents
decreases.
• We also show that participants speed up as they get used to the task of judging
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documents. Initially they take some time to get used to the task. Once they learn
about the task, they start working at their own pace and this pace increases to a
certain extent.
• In this experiment, we saw little to no correlation between judging speed and quality
of the judgements. It appears that participants work at a pace needed to produce an
expected quality.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: we discuss related work done in the area
of relevance judging behaviour, then the design of our user study is presented followed by




There has been a considerable amount of work done to understand the behaviour of asses-
sors who judge documents. In order to understand relevance judging behaviour of assessors,
it is important to define what we mean by relevance. Notion of relevance has been in ex-
istence since the first library when one had to find relevant information. Over the years,
modern researchers have tried to define relevance in various ways. Researchers have also
identified criteria which affect relevance and various modes to express relevance.
Commonly relevance can be thought of as a relation between portions of stored infor-
mation and information need (Cooper, 1971). We classify part of the stored information as
“relevant” and rest as “non-relevant” depending upon which part satisfies our information
need. Starting from this simple idea, (Cooper, 1971) defined relevance in a logical form.
According to him, a statement or a sentence is relevant to a question asked if the state-
ment belongs to a set of non-redundant statements, from which an answer to that question
follows logically. Wilson (August 1973) inspired the idea that relevance arises from the
situation or the task and termed this as situational relevance. He said that concept of rel-
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evance is related to the actual users, so user’s stock of knowledge, situation and personal
concerns of users should be taken into account. He defines situational relevance as the
relation between an information object and information recipient’s individual and personal
view of the world and his situation in it. An information object is situational relevant for a
user if it brings about a change in the user’s view of his situation. A information retrieval
system user has to go through many potentially relevant documents and determine the
relevance of a specific document in the context of their current information needs. This
process is termed as document triage. Researchers have tried to understand this process
by conducting various user studies. A recent study have shown that users create first
impression about the relevance of the document in a very short span of time (Buchanan
and Loizides, 2007) and if they spend further time on document it is intended to confirm
this initial impression rather than test it systematically. While judging the relevance of
documents, users rely mostly on the document features like title, abstract and heading
text (Cool et al., 1993), (Saracevic, 1969), and pay relatively low importance to main
content of the document.
There are various parameters which affect the relevance. Cuadra and Katter (June,
1967) identified 38 variables which might affect relevance of documents. They categorized
these variables into five groups. First group had variables related to the document. This in-
cluded subject matter, diversity of content, difficulty level, amount of information, textual
attributes, and so on. Second group had variables which define the information require-
ment statement, namely subject matter, diversity of content, difficulty level, specificity,
textual attributes, and so on. Third group had variables related to the person judging
the documents. This included assessor’s knowledge and experience, cognitive style, biases,
judging experience, judging attitude, error preference, etc. Variables related to judge-
ment conditions were placed in the fourth group which included amount of time permitted
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for judging, order of presentation, size of document set, specification of the task, and so
on. And the fifth group had variables related to available modes of expression to report
judgements. These were type of scale, number of rating categories, ease of use of these
expressions and so on. After careful analysis, they selected a list of variables to study from
this comprehensive list and conducted fifteen user studies. They reported on the effects
of these variables on assessor behaviour. Order of presentation of documents which deals
with how the flow of relevant and non-relevant documents might affect assessor’s relevance
judging behaviour, was part of the list of variables they identified, but its effect on asses-
sors’ relevance judging behaviour was not studied. Our work in this thesis very closely
relates to the effect of order of presentation of documents on assessors’ behaviour.
Effect of relevance judgements collected from different assessors (or judges) on IR sys-
tem evaluation has been studied by various researchers. Bailey et al. (2008) ran experiments
to find out the effect of different type of judges on relevance judgements. They recruited
participants from three different populations to simulate three types of judges - participants
in “gold standard” were the originators of the topics as well as experts in the information
seeking task, participants in “silver standard” were the task experts but did not create the
topics and the participants in “bronze standard” were neither the originator of the topics
nor the experts in the tasks. They found that there is low level of agreement among differ-
ent types of judges and agreement is even less between “gold” and “bronze” standard than
“gold” and “silver”. They also found that “bronze” standard judges may not be a reliable
substitute for “gold” standard. Judgements of “gold standard” population are closer to
that of “silver standard” than they are to the judgements of “bronze standard”. Lesk and
Salton (1968) conducted a study to verify if the differences in relevance assessments affect
retrieval systems’ rankings. In their experiment, the sources of different relevance assess-
ments were different judges. They collected relevance judgements from query authors and
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query non-authors on document abstracts. From these two sets of judgements, they pro-
duced two sets of judgements more by taking the intersection and union of these two sets.
In all, 4 sets of judgements were available for 48 queries on 1260 documents to compare
rankings of systems. They found that even though there was only 30% agreement among
the 4 relevance judgement sets, each of these sets of relevant judgements produced the same
relative ranking of different processing methods. Similar results were observed by Burgin
(1992) in a separate experiment. In experiments of studying differences between nineteen
different indexing methods, Cleverdon (October, 1970) used four independent sets of judge-
ments. He found that even though the judgements used were from different sources, they
did not alter the ranking of indexing methods. Similarly, Voorhees (1998) ran experiments
to study the effect of inter-assessors disagreements on judgements on TREC collections.
She used the judgements for TREC-4 datasets provided by NIST and judgements for part
of TREC-6 dataset provided by NIST and University of Waterloo judges. What she found
was that even though there were disagreements among the judgements, these disagreements
did not affect the relative rankings of the systems evaluated using these judgements. She
also pointed out that the disagreements might affect the relative rankings of the systems if
the systems (runs) compared used significant amount of relevance feedback or the number
of relevant documents for topics is low. Harter (1996) did an extensive survey of the past
literature of empirical studies on how variations in relevance assessments affect measures
of retrieval effectiveness. In his own words, “All find significant variations in relevance
assessments among judges. And all conclude that these variations have no appreciable
effect on measures of retrieval effectiveness, that is, in the comparative ranking of different
systems.”
As mentioned in the introduction, Smucker and Jethani (2010a) found that when judg-
ing a high precision list, true positive rate of participants was found to be lower than when
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they worked on low precision list and there was no effect visible on the false positive rate of
the participants. Findings from this work prompted us to look into the effect of precision
on assessors’ behaviour in greater detail and the work presented in this thesis is a step into
that direction. In addition to these findings, as part of their study, Smucker and Jethani
(2010a) collected data to capture the mood of the participants, their perceived difficulty
of the task and various other parameters (Smucker and Jethani, 2010b). By analysing
this data they were able to conclude that participant’s perceived the task less difficult
when they were working on high precision rank list than when they were working on low
precision rank list. Higher precision increased participants’ enjoyment and it also influ-
enced their ability to concentrate. As a by-product of their study (Smucker and Jethani,
2010a), Smucker and Jethani were able to compare behaviour of NIST assessors with that
of participants in the study (Smucker and Jethani, 2011). They selected the documents
for which there were 10 or more judgements and classified them judged as relevant by the
participants if number of relevant judgements on them were more than non-relevant judge-
ments. They considered these judgements as a gold standard to compare NIST assessors
and study participants. They found that the participants’ true positive rate was as good
as NIST assessors’ true positive rates, but NIST assessors had better false positive rates.
True positive rate is defined as the fraction of relevant documents judged as relevant and
false positive rate is defined as fraction of non-relevant documents judged as relevant.
The behaviour of assessors has been studied in other forms of information retrieval
tasks. Grossman and Cormack (2011) studied if the difference in opinion on the relevance
of legal documents is due to the ambiguity or inconsistency in applying the criterion for
responsiveness to particular documents, or is it due to human error. Their experiment was
based on TREC Legal Track 2009 corpus and judgements collected from the assessors (law
students, attorneys and “topic authorities”). From the documents where “Topic Authori-
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ties” and other assessors did not agree, they randomly selected a sample of documents and
one of the authors (Cormack) re-assessed them for their responsiveness to their respective
topics. For one of the topics, the re-assessment clearly disagreed with the Topic Authority
(TA) in one case, and was “arguable” in nine other cases. One of the authors (Grossman)
of the paper was the TA for this topic. The ten documents were presented to the TA
for fresh reconsideration, in random order, with no indication as to how they had been
previously judged. In 5 out of 10 cases, TA changed her opinion; in 3 of these 5 cases TA
was found incorrect in her judgement first time and in rest of the 2 cases, position became
“arguable”. Similar analysis was done for another topic that showed similar results. In
summary, they report that vast majority of cases of disagreement among assessors are a
product of human error rather than the documents that fall in some “grey area” of judge-
ments. In the work by Wang and Soergel (2010) and Wang (2011), authors asked 4 law
students and 4 library and information studies (LIS) students to judge responsiveness of
documents for litigation purposes. The documents were taken from two collections used
in TREC Legal Track. One of them was the test collection of MSA tobacco documents
and other collection was 2009 TREC Enron Email collection. After every judgement a
participant made, he was asked to rate the judgement at three scales: ‘difficult’, ‘average’
and ‘easy’. They found the LIS students judged relevant documents as accurately as the
law students. LIS students judged non-relevant document slightly less accurately than law
students. They also found that participants perception of difficulty is a subjective matter.
But participants could distinguish more accurately between ‘difficult’ judgements and ‘av-
erage’ or ‘easy’ judgements than between the latter two. This was evident from the fact
that ‘difficult’ judgements were less accurate while ‘average’ and ‘easy’ judgements had
comparable accuracy.
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In the last few years, due to the growing popularity of Amazon Mechanical Turk 1
(AMT) and CrowdFlower 2, a new concept called crowdsourcing 3 has also become a way
of collecting judgements quickly and at a very low cost. Researchers have started using
crowdsourcing paradigm to conduct their user studies and they are trying to compare if
this concept can replace the traditional in-lab user studies in terms of quality of the as-
sessor judgements (Alonso et al., 2008).They employ different techniques to control the
quality. Kittur et al. (2008) discusses that care must be taken while designing the task
for crowdsourcing, especially for tasks which require qualitative or subjective judgements.
They show that properly designed task can produce very high quality judgements. Sim-
ilar results were achieved by Alonso and Mizzaro (2009) in their experiment. To devise
the mechanism to control the quality of judgements, Le et al. (2010) ran a crowdsourc-
ing experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The tasks were set up using CrowdFlower
and the aim of the tasks was to categorize the documents in one of the categories given.
In their experiment, participants were trained on document judging process before they
started actual tasks and then were tested sporadically while judging the documents. The
distribution of various category labels across all the training labels was kept uniform. It
was found that uniform distribution of category labels across training data labels produced
judgements with the most optimal precision. Authors pointed out that this was because
of the lack of formation of bias towards one category displayed by the participants when
the labels were equally distributed across the training labels. Periodic inclusion of train-
ing data while participants judged the actual documents, helped participants to learn as
they judged the documents. In an another study, Snow et al. (2008) used AMT to collect





collected from AMT non-experts and existing gold standard annotations and also stress
on the importance of carefully designed tasks.
Studies to understand judging behaviour of assessors have also been conducted in clin-
ical psychology, current biology, visual search tasks and other streams of science. In these
fields, assessors are involved in looking at a lot of images and flagging images with targets
in them. Some of the examples of such targets are tumours in cancer detection tasks, sen-
sitive material in airport screening tasks, etc. Fraction of images with targets in them is
referred to as prevalence and the effect of this prevalence on assessors’ behaviour is referred
to as prevalence effect. Gur et al. (2003) studied the prevalence effect on assessors using ra-
diology images under laboratory conditions. In their experiment, prevalence of targets was
varied from 2% to 28%. There were 8 radiologists, 4 fellows and 4 third year residents who
took part in the study. Participants’ responses were collected in the form of a check-list
type responses which varied from 0 (no targets) to 100 (definite targets). According to this
study, under laboratory condition, prevalence effect, even if it was present, it was likely
to be small in magnitude; hence, it would not likely alter conclusions derived from such
studies. They also said that their study result might not be generalized to general clinical
environment or to any reading conditions that did not require a formatted check-list type
response. Wolfe et al. (2005) studied prevalence effect in artificial baggage-screen tasks.
The participants in their study looked for tools among various objects by looking at the
scanned images. The prevalence of the tools was varied and the behaviour of participants
was studied at each prevalence. They reported that miss errors (saying “no” when tools
are present) increased as the prevalence of the tools decreased. In other words the rate at
which participants missed the tools was more at low prevalence than at high prevalence.
The reason they reported for such behaviour was due to the variation in reaction time of
participants during the course of experiment. Participants require a threshold for quitting
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when no target has been found. This threshold is constantly adjusted as the participants
go through the screening tasks. At high prevalence, reaction times are longer when target is
absent than when the target is present. At low prevalence, reaction times are lower when
target is absent than when the target is present. This behaviour of participants brings
quitting threshold down at low prevalence resulting in more miss errors. In an another
study of visual search tasks, Wolfe et al. (2007) found that target miss error rates (failing
to notice a target) increase and false error rate (saying “yes” when target is absent) de-
crease at low prevalence. Fleck and Mitroff (2007) conducted an experiment to figure out
why observers miss targets at low prevalence. In their experiment, they gave half of the
participants an option to correct the judgement they made on the previous trial (correction
condition). Other half did not have this option (no-correction condition). They reported
that the participants who were given the option of correcting their previous judgement
could correct miss errors. They also say that participants did not miss the targets because
of prevalence effect. Miss error rates are due to response-execution error. Observers know
that the target was present, but they just respond too quickly. Giving an option to correct
their response on previous trial can reduce the miss errors dramatically. In one of their
recent studies, Wolfe and Van Wert (2010) conducted two experiments using simulated
baggage search to study the effect of changing prevalence on the user behaviour. In the
first experiment, participants were asked to look for targets in balanced (50%) and high
(98%) prevalence tasks. They found that false error rate of the participants increased
as prevalence of targets increased. In second experiment, target prevalence was varied
sinusoidally from high to low and back to high. Results of this experiment showed that
varying prevalence affected participants’ decision criterion. Decision criteria is defined as
how liberal or conservative an assessor is while judging the relevance of the documents.
If a participant is liberal, he is willing to commit false positive mistakes but he does not
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want to miss any targets. A conservative participant is willing to miss out on targets but





We conducted a user study in order to understand the prevalence effect in relevance judging
behaviour of assessors. This chapter explains the design of our study and reasons for the
decisions made during the design phase.
We conducted a user study of 54 participants who judged documents for 3 different
precision levels. Before participants were asked to judge the documents in our study,
all were trained and tested on the document judging process. Participants started with
signing consent forms, reading instructions, clearing a quiz on instructions and filling out
demographic information. Then, they were trained on document judging process. We
refer to this phase as tutorial phase in this thesis. In this phase, participants judged the
relevance of 5 documents one at a time for each of the 2 search topics. The precision of
this 10 document set was 0.5 and all the participants saw the same documents in the same
order. All the documents for first topic were presented one after the other followed by the
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documents for the second topic. After every judgement they made about the relevance of
these documents, they were told why the document was relevant or non-relevant for a search
topic. We recorded their judgements and time spent on each of the 10 documents. After
the tutorial phase, we tested them on 10 documents for each of the same 2 topics. This
phase is referred as qualification phase in this thesis. This phase was same as the tutorial
phase except that in this phase, we did not inform participants whether the judgements
they made were correct or not. Participants who achieved a desired level of accuracy in a
given amount of time in qualification phase qualified for the full study.
In the full study, qualified participants were divided randomly into three groups of 18
participants each. Each of the groups worked on one of the three precision sets. The
precisions used in this study were 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. We refer to this phase as the task
phase in this thesis. In this phase, participants judged sets of 40 documents for each of
the 2 search topics. These two topics were different from the ones used in tutorial and
qualification phases. Precision of both documents sets (one for each search topic) judged
by a participant was same. We collected their judgements and time spent on each of the
80 documents. Participants also filled pre and post task questionnaire before and after
judging the documents for a search topic.
In the next few pages, we give a description of the data set we used for the study and,
then, of each of the phases, in detail.
3.1.1 Collection and Search Topics
For this study, we used 8 topics from the AQUAINT collection of 1,033,461 newswire
documents used in TREC Robust Retrieval Track (Voorhees, 2005a). The documents for
this collection are obtained from the New York Times, Associated Press and Xinhua News
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TREC Topic 427
Title: UV damage, eyes
Description: Find documents that discuss the damage ultraviolet (UV) light
from the sun can do to eyes.
Narrative: A relevant document will discuss diseases that result from expo-
sure of the eyes to UV light, treatments for the damage, and/or education
programs that help prevent damage. Documents discussing treatment meth-
ods for cataracts and ocular melanoma are relevant even when a specific cause
is not mentioned. However, documents that discuss radiation damage from
nuclear sources or lasers are not relevant.
Figure 3.1: Example of a TREC Topic.
Agency.
A TREC topic comprises of a title, description and a narrative. Description gives the
general guidelines of what would make a document relevant to the topic. Narrative lists
small details and/or any exceptions to what is written in the description section. An
example of a sample TREC topic is shown in figure 3.1.
For this study, we chose a topic’s description and narrative, combined them and pre-
sented along with topic’s title to the participants as a criterion to judge if a document is
relevant or non-relevant to the topic. Example of a topic used in the study is shown in
figure 3.2. The complete list of topics we selected for this study is given in table 3.1. We
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TREC Topic 427
Title: UV damage, eyes
Description: Relevant documents will discuss the damage ultraviolet (UV)
light from the sun can do to eyes. A relevant document will discuss diseases
that result from exposure of the eyes to UV light, treatments for the damage,
and/or education programs that help prevent damage. Documents discussing
treatment methods for cataracts and ocular melanoma are relevant even when
a specific cause is not mentioned. However, documents that discuss radiation
damage from nuclear sources or lasers are not relevant.
Figure 3.2: Example of a combined TREC Topic used in the study.
Number Topic Title Relevant Non-Relevant
310 Radio Waves and Brain Cancer 65 709
336 Black Bear Attacks 42 553
362 Human Smuggling 175 471
367 Piracy 95 526
383 Mental Illness Drugs 137 408
426 Law Enforcement, Dogs 177 620
427 UV Damage, Eyes 58 425
436 Railway Accidents 356 343
Table 3.1: 8 topics used in the study and the number of NIST relevant and non-relevant
documents for each of the topics.
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used relevant judgements (qrels) provided by NIST for this study. NIST assessors judged
documents to be non-relevant, relevant and highly relevant. For this study, we combined
relevant and highly relevant documents and treated them as relevant documents.
All the 8 topics used in this study were also used in the study conducted by Smucker
and Jethani (2010a), so we had prior knowledge about the nature of these topics which
aided us in choosing the topics for our study.
3.1.2 Tutorial and Qualification Phases
Participants started with reading introduction of the study. The introduction included
instructions on how to judge the documents and also information like number of documents
to judge in tutorial phase, qualification phase and finally in the task phase. At the end of
the introduction, participants were asked to go through a quiz which tested them on how
well they understood the instructions. Participants could take as many attempts as they
wanted to clear the quiz. There was no penalty for this as it was just meant to familiarize
them with the study instructions. The instructions also stated that they were required to
judge the documents as quickly as possible with high enough accuracy.
Once they cleared the quiz, they were presented with 5 documents for each of the 2
topics to judge. The topic and its description were visible to a participant at all times
during the study. After every judgement they made, they were told whether they judged
the document correctly or not and they were also explained the reasoning behind correct
judgement. This way we expected them to learn to judge documents by the end of the
tutorial. At the end of the tutorial, their performance was reported to them.
Once done with the tutorial phase, participants were presented with 10 documents for
each of the 2 topics to judge for the qualification phase. These topics were same as topics
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used in tutorial phase. This time they were not told whether their judgements were correct
or not. At the end of the qualification task, participants who judged at least 14 out of 20
(70%) documents correctly in no more than 30 minutes were qualified for the task phase.
In both tutorial and qualification phases, all participants judged same documents in
the same order. In other words, there was no difference between tutorial and qualification
phases for any participant. This was to ensure that all the participants received same
training.
Construction of Documents Sets for Tutorial and Qualification Phases
We planned that tutorial and qualification phases should take about 40 minutes to com-
plete, should give participants a good amount of training and should also be able to test
them before they start doing the actual search tasks. From the study by Smucker and
Jethani (2010a), we know that an average user does not take more than 1 minute to judge
the document. So, we decided to train them on 10 documents and test on 20 documents
considering that the users will spend 10 minutes in going through the instructions and
filling out demographic information.
The aim of these two phases was to train and test participants on whether they can
distinguish between relevant and non-relevant documents. We chose documents for these
two phases from the topics: mental illness (topic id 383)and railway accidents (topic id
436). We chose mental illness as one of the topics because it is easy to distinguish between
relevant and non-relevant documents for this topic but it requires one to read deeply, as
sometimes the information is hidden deep in the documents. For railway accidents, it is
easy to distinguish between relevant and non-relevant documents as well and it does not
require one to read deeply. Information in the documents is on the surface. There was one
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more topic, Piracy, for which it was easy to distinguish between relevant and non-relevant
documents and it required deep reading to judge. But, since it was similar in nature to
mental illness and both of them required a lot of time to judge, we chose one of them
for tutorial and qualification phases and other for task phase, to balance the time during
different phases of the study.
During tutorial phase, each participant judged the relevance of 5 documents for each
of the 2 topics, 10 in total. In qualification phase, each participant judged 10 documents
for each of the 2 topics, 20 in total.
To generate these document sets for two topics, we randomly selected 8 relevant and
7 non-relevant documents for the first topic. We randomly selected 3 relevant documents
from relevant list and 2 non-relevant documents from non-relevant list and shuffled them
to get a list of 5 documents for this topic for tutorial phase. Remaining 10 documents
were shuffled to generate a list for 10 documents for qualification phase for this topic. We
repeated the same process for the second topic but started with 7 relevant documents and
8 non-relevant documents and selected 2 and 3 documents from relevant and non-relevant
documents respectively for tutorial phase and rest for the qualification phase. In the end,
number of relevant and non-relevant documents were balanced in each of the tutorial and
qualification phases (a precision of 0.5).
3.1.3 Task phase
In the task phase, participants were divided in three groups with 18 participants in each
group. The division was done randomly. All participants in a group judged 40 documents
for each of the 2 topics for a given precision. Three precision levels used in this study were
0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. For a given participant, precision of the sets were same for both topics.
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Participants started with answering a short pre-task questionnaire on the topic. This
questionnaire asked questions about their familiarity with the topic, their perceived diffi-
culty of the topic, their interest in learning about the topic, etc. Answering these questions
before starting to judge the documents for the search topic may have forced the partic-
ipants to read the topic and its description and this may have prepared them better for
the judging task. Participants ended their task by answering a post-task questionnaire in
which they were asked questions about their experience about judging the documents for
that topic. All these questions were taken from Bailey et al. (2009) except for one question
in post-task questionnaire where we provided a text-box to allow participants to report
any issues they may have encountered during the course of study. These questionnaires
are displayed in section B.13 of Appendix B in the appendices chapter.
In the study, each participant judged 40 documents for each of the 2 topics. These
2 topics were different from the ones used in tutorial and qualification phases and were
assigned from the list generated in the way explained in the next section. There was no
time limit to judge these documents but it was instructed to the participants to work as
quickly as possible while making as few mistakes as possible.
Construction of Document Sets for Task Phase
We chose 6 topics for this phase of the study. These were all the topics in 3.1 except mental
illness and railway accidents. To create document sets for each of the 6 topics, we separated
relevant documents and non-relevant documents for that topic using qrels available from
NIST. To generate a document set for a given precision, we selected precision×40 number
of relevant documents and (1 - precision)×40 number of non-relevant documents randomly.
Then, we randomly shuffled these 40 documents to create a set. We repeated this process
10 times to create 10 document sets per topic per precision.
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Balanced Design
We wanted to balance topics and precisions across two tasks in the task phase. This was
achieved by devising the following strategy. We started with 6 alphabets (A, B, C, D, E
and F) and arranged them in a 6×2 matrix such that no row has the same alphabet in both
the columns and each column has all 6 alphabets. There can be only 5 such matrices. For
each of these matrices, we randomly permuted the rows and columns and then randomly
assigned 6 topics to these 6 alphabets. In this way, 5 different matrices of topics were
obtained, having 2 topics in a row with no row having same topic in both columns and
each column having all 6 topics. As explained further, first matrix out of these 5 matrices
was used to design the first block of 18 participants.
Each row in the matrix represented two topics to be worked on by a participant in the
order of columns. We assigned these 6 rows to 6 participants who did 0.1 precision sets.
In the same way, this matrix was assigned to next 6 participants who did 0.5 precision sets
and similarly for next 6 participants who did 0.9 precision sets. This completed a block
of 18 participants. Thus, in a block of 18 participants, each topic was worked upon twice
at each precision level. Two out of 10 different document sets (as described above), for a
given precision and topic, were used in a block of 18.
Second and subsequent blocks of 18 participants were designed in the similar manner
using rest of the matrices. Three blocks of 54 participants were completed for this study.
3.1.4 Participants
First step in recruiting participants for the study was to get the approval from university’s
office of research ethics. After getting the approval, we sent an email to a university wide
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graduate student mailing list (see Appendix A). We selected participants on first come
first serve basis. In all, 55 participants took part in the study and all of them qualified for
the full study. One of the participants chose not to proceed with the study after clearing
the qualification phase. Consequently, this participant’s data was removed from the study.
So, the analysis presented in this thesis is based on the remaining 54 participants’ data.
When participants started the user study, we collected data about their demographics.
Participants were asked various questions about any IR training that they might have re-
ceived and their English fluency. Please see section B.3 in Appendix B for the complete
demographic questionnaire we presented to participants. The participants consisted of 30
males and 24 females. All the participants were students - 51 graduate students and 3 un-
dergraduate students. 40 were science, technology, engineering, or mathematics students.
The other 14 students identified themselves as affiliated to arts or other disciplines. The
median age was 25, with the minimum as 21, and maximum as 41. Out of 54 participants,
36 of them felt they were fast readers and 18 were neutral. All participants considered
themselves fluent speakers of English.
3.1.5 Study Interfaces
We designed various user interfaces to display instructions, topics and documents to partic-
ipants. We will present two most important interfaces in this section. All other interfaces
are shown in the appendices chapter.
Figure 3.3 shows the user interface used in the tutorial and qualification phase to display
a topic.
Figure 3.4 shows the way a document was displayed to participants in all three phases.
The interface instructed users to judge the relevance of the document to the topic. The
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Figure 3.3: User interface for a topic displayed in tutorial and qualification phase.
topic was visible on the right side of the document for the entire task. Search topic’s
title terms were highlighted in the document text. To see the next document, participants
had to make a relevance judgement. Once they had decided about the relevance of the
document, participants could report their decision using the two buttons provided on the
top of the document.
3.2 Analysis of Rates
The task of judging documents can be mapped to classic signal detection task with yes/no
decisions. When the judging task is mapped to signal detection task, we get to use mea-
sures like true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) to study performance
of participants. Even though accuracy is not a good measure to predict the performance
when relevant and non-relevant documents are not balanced, we used it wherever possible.
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Figure 3.4: User interface for displaying a document.
The true positive rate is measured as:
TPR =
|TP |
|TP |+ |FN |
(3.1)
and the false positive rate as:
FPR =
|FP |




|TP |+ |TN |
|TP |+ |FP |+ |TN |+ |FN |
(3.3)
where TP, FP, FN, TN are from table 3.2.
For our experiment, the ideal way of computing true positive rate, false positive rate
and accuracy for every precision is to calculate them for every document judged and and
then average it for that particular precision. But, for precision 0.1 there are very few
judgements for documents that are relevant and similarly for precision 0.9, there are very
few judgements for the documents that are non-relevant. Since our data points are very
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NIST Judgement
Participant Judgement Relevant (Positive) Non-Relevant (Negative)
Relevant TP = True Positive FP = False Positive
Non-Relevant FN = False Negative TN = True Negative
Table 3.2: Confusion Matrix.
low, we used pooling of judgements to calculate pooled true positive rate, pooled false
positive rate and pooled accuracy (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). Using this approach,
to calculate pooled true positive rate for a given precision, we computed total number
of relevant documents which were judged as relevant and divided it by total number of
relevant documents used in the study for that precision. Similarly, to calculate pooled
false positive rate for a precision, we computed total number of non-relevant documents
which were judged as relevant and divided them by total number of non-relevant documents
used in the study. Pooled accuracy was calculated in a similar fashion. The mathematical
formulae remain the same as in equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 and the TP, FP, FN, TN are
calculated across all the documents for a given precision.
3.3 Analysis of Time
Similar to the rates, we calculated average time spent on a document at a given precision
by dividing total time spent by total number of document judged.
In mathematical form,
Average time spent on a document =
Total T ime Spent on Judging Documents
Total Number of Documents Judged
(3.4)
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3.4 Analysis of Assessor Criterion and Ability to Dis-
criminate
Since we have modelled document judging task as a signal detection task, we used two
other measures from signal detection theory to understand the behaviour of participants
in our study. These are called assessor’s ability to discriminate which is defined as:
d′ = z(TPR)− z(FPR) (3.5)
and assessor’s criterion defined as:
c = −1
2
(z(TPR) + z(FPR)) (3.6)
where the function z is the inverse of the normal distribution function (Macmillan and
Creelman, 2005).
Greater the value of d′, greater is the ability to discriminate between relevant and
non-relevant documents. d′ value of 0(zero) indicates random behaviour.
A criterion represents how liberal or conservative an assessors is while judging docu-
ments. A negative criterion means that the user is liberal in judging behaviour, that is,
he is willing to commit false positive mistakes to avoid missing relevant documents. A
positive criterion for user indicates his conservative behaviour, where he tries to keep the
false positive rate low at the expense of missing relevant documents.
True positive rate or false positive rate of 1 and 0 in the function z results in infinities.
To better understand the rates and avoid infinities, we employ standard smoothing mech-
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anism to our calculations of true positive rates and false positive rates. This smoothing is
achieved by adding a pseudo-document to the count of documents judged.
Thus the estimated true positive rate (eTPR) is:
eTPR =
|TP |+ 0.5
|TP |+ |FN |+ 1
(3.7)
and the estimated false positive (eTPR) rate as:
eFPR =
|FP |+ 0.5
|FP |+ |TN |+ 1
(3.8)
3.5 Relevance Judgements
In this user study, we have used NIST judgements (qrels) on 8 topics from AQUAINT
collection (2 topics in tutorial and qualification phases and 6 topics in task phase). NIST’s
relevance judgements are known to have inconsistencies (Harman, 2011, chap. 2). A
document judged relevant by one assessor may be judged non-relevant by another assessor
and vice versa. So there are errors in the relevance judgements provided by NIST and
these judgements do not make a gold standard. These inconsistencies will affect various
measures like true positive rates, false positive rates and accuracies calculated for different
groups of precisions. But, since the assignment of documents to documents sets used in
this study is random, this effect will equalize among three precision groups. Hence, even
though the absolute numbers for true positive rates, false positive rates and accuracies for
each group of precision may not be the ones reported in this thesis, the comparison of




4.1 Analysis of Rates
To study the behaviour of participants at varying precisions, we calculated true positive
rates, false positive rates and accuracies (all of them are “pooled” measures) of the par-
ticipants in all three phases of the study. Table 4.1 lists these results. Each row lists
results for a precision group and the data in that row is calculated using the judgements
of 18 participants who belong to that precision group in each phase. Last row displays
the averages of the values in all the rows above. All 54 participants worked on document
sets of precision 0.5 in tutorial and qualification phases. They were divided among three
precision groups in task phase. For better presentation of results, we have placed them in
three precision groups in all three phases of the study.
As we can see from the table 4.1, true positive rates, false positive rates and accuracies
are almost same for three groups in tutorial phase and qualification phases. This is not
surprising as all participants worked on same document sets in tutorial and qualification
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Group
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc
0.1 0.89 0.07 0.91 0.97 0.02 0.98 0.65 0.06 0.91
0.5 0.90 0.07 0.92 0.96 0.03 0.96 0.69 0.05 0.82
0.9 0.80 0.04 0.88 0.94 0.03 0.95 0.63 0.10 0.66
Avg. 0.86 0.06 0.90 0.96 0.03 0.96 0.66 0.07 0.80
Table 4.1: Comparison of true positive rates, false positive rates and accuracies in different
phases of the study
Tutorial Qualification Task
TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc
0.10 0.77 0.41 0.45 0.54 0.28 0.02 0.07 < 0.001
Table 4.2: p-values for different phases of the study.
phases. But when these participants were divided among three different groups based on
precision in task phase, they exhibited different behaviour.
From table 4.1, we see that true positive rates and false positive rates are best for
precision 0.5 and worst at precision 0.9.
We performed χ2 test to understand the independence among different precision groups
for each phase. p-values for χ2 test are displayed in table 4.2.
We performed χ2 tests to find out the independence among true positive rates and
found p-value of 0.02. Similar analysis for false positive rates resulted in a p-value of 0.07.
We also wanted to compare two precisions at a time, so we performed χ2 tests between
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Groups compared p-value (TPR) p-value (FPR)
All 0.02 0.07
0.1 and 0.5 0.38 0.21
0.5 and 0.9 0.01 0.04
0.1 and 0.9 0.72 0.17
Table 4.3: χ2 test statistics for different precision levels for task phase.
each pair of precisions assuming that the experiment was conducted only for these two
precisions. All these results are summarized in table 4.3.
By looking at the numbers in table 4.3, we see that increasing the precision from 0.5
to 0.9 adversely affects both true positive rate and false positive rate with p-value of 0.01
and 0.04 respectively. Even though it is not certain whether decreasing precision from 0.5
to 0.1 hurts the quality of judgements, both true positive rate and false positive rate were
worse at precision 0.1 than at precision 0.5.
We compared true positive rates and false positive rates computed in the task phase
of this study with same measures computed in the study by Smucker and Jethani (2010a)
which used the same 8 topics used in this study. Table 4.4 shows the true positive rates
and false positives rates from phase 1 of that study. We only chose phase 1 because it was
the one most similar in nature to this study.
We see that false positive rates in the study by Smucker and Jethani (2010a) were
much higher than the ones found in this study. There are four possible reasons for this
difference. First of all, the manner in which the documents were selected in both the
studies was different. In the current study, documents were selected at random whereas in
the study by Smucker and Jethani (2010a), the documents were the top ranked relevant
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Precision True positive rate False positive rate
0.3 0.78 0.24
0.6 0.73 0.23
Table 4.4: Data from phase 1 of the study conducted by Smucker and Jethani (2010a).
and non-relevant documents of ranking list generated by performing a reciprocal rank
fusion (Cormack et al., 2009) on all of the runs submitted to the 2005 TREC Robust
track except the 4 lowest performing runs. We think that non-relevant documents of this
list may be difficult to judge, that is why very high false positive rate in that study was
observed. Second, in this study participants were quizzed on how well they understood the
instructions. Only if they answered all the quiz questions correctly, were they permitted
to enter the tutorial. In phase 1 the study by Smucker and Jethani (2010a), they were not
tested on this and it was assumed that the participants must have read the instructions and
understood them. Third, in this study, participants were trained and tested on document
judging process in tutorial and qualification phases. They were well aware of how to judge
a document and they had displayed this by qualifying for the task phase. In the study
by Smucker and Jethani (2010a), there was no such training and testing of the participants
who took the tasks. Fourth, in both studies there was a difference in the nature of the
tasks with respect to the time and number of documents. In the phase 1 of the study
by Smucker and Jethani (2010a), participants were instructed to “try to find as many
relevant documents as possible in the 10 minutes while still making as few mistakes in
judging the documents’ relevance as possible.” This could have resulted in speeding up the
judging process in order to judge more and more documents. In this study, participants
had prior information that they had to judge 40 documents for a topic and that there was
no time limit.
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To understand the behaviour of each participant, we calculated each participant’s true
positive rate, false positive rate and accuracy in each phase of the study. This data is
displayed in tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.
Since the relevant and non-relevant documents are not balanced in precision 0.1 and
precision 0.9 document sets, we cannot use accuracies to judge the performance of the
participants. For example, participant id 35 who worked on 0.1 precision ranking list has
an accuracy of 0.90, but his true positive rate is only 0.38, which is very low as compared
to participant id 15 who worked on 0.5 ranking list and has an accuracy of 0.89 and true
positive rate of 0.85. Due to this reason, true positive rates and false positive rates were
used to compare the performance of participants in this thesis.
Participants in 0.5 precision group have low false positive rates in general. We think
this could be because at precision 0.5, participants always see on an average one out of
two documents as relevant or non-relevant; this may have kept them always attentive and
resulted in committing very few mistakes.
Participants who worked on 0.9 precision sets seem to reflect both extremes of false
positive rates. Some participants have very high false positive rates and some have low
to moderate false positive rates. One possible reason of this behaviour could be that
some participants in this group may have gotten carried away with the flood of relevant
documents and ended up making a lot of mistakes. On the other hand, there were some
participants who seemed to become very cautious as and when they saw non-relevant
documents and they did not make any mistake in judging them.
The behaviour of 0.1 precision group is not exactly the reverse of the same exhibited
by 0.9 participants. Participants at precision 0.1 do not judge a lot of relevant documents
as non-relevant. Our explanation of this behaviour is as follows. We believe that to judge
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Group PID
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc
0.1 6 0.80 0.20 0.80 1.00 0.10 0.95 0.62 0.06 0.91
0.1 11 0.80 0.20 0.80 0.70 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.12 0.79
0.1 3 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00
0.1 12 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.95 0.75 0.03 0.95
0.1 14 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.94
0.1 25 0.60 0.00 0.80 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.25 0.06 0.88
0.1 18 0.80 0.20 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.75 0.15 0.84
0.1 31 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 0.90
0.1 32 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.75 0.10 0.89
0.1 35 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.38 0.04 0.90
0.1 36 0.80 0.20 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.88 0.15 0.85
0.1 30 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.06 0.95
0.1 39 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.90
0.1 40 0.60 0.20 0.70 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.62 0.07 0.90
0.1 43 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.38 0.03 0.91
0.1 42 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.90 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.04 0.96
0.1 49 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.03 0.93
0.1 50 1.00 0.20 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.88 0.03 0.96




Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc
0.5 5 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.95 0.93 0.00 0.96
0.5 9 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.95 0.12 0.91
0.5 4 0.80 0.20 0.80 0.90 0.20 0.85 0.82 0.12 0.85
0.5 15 1.00 0.20 0.90 0.80 0.10 0.85 0.85 0.07 0.89
0.5 16 1.00 0.20 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.68 0.03 0.82
0.5 17 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.47 0.07 0.70
0.5 22 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.28 0.00 0.64
0.5 24 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.80 0.05 0.88
0.5 21 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.55 0.00 0.78
0.5 29 0.60 0.20 0.70 1.00 0.20 0.90 0.85 0.20 0.82
0.5 28 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.62 0.00 0.81
0.5 37 1.00 0.20 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 0.03 0.90
0.5 33 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.80 0.03 0.89
0.5 41 0.80 0.20 0.80 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.70 0.03 0.84
0.5 44 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.33 0.00 0.66
0.5 46 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.65 0.03 0.81
0.5 48 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.93 0.05 0.94
0.5 54 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.47 0.05 0.71




Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc TPR FPR Acc
0.9 1 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.75 0.25 0.75
0.9 2 0.60 0.00 0.80 0.90 0.10 0.90 0.61 0.00 0.65
0.9 8 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.78 0.00 0.80
0.9 7 0.60 0.00 0.80 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.40 0.12 0.45
0.9 10 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.86 0.00 0.88
0.9 19 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.72 0.00 0.75
0.9 13 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.35 0.00 0.41
0.9 27 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.95 0.47 0.25 0.50
0.9 26 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.90 0.81 0.12 0.81
0.9 20 0.60 0.00 0.80 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.62 0.12 0.65
0.9 23 0.80 0.20 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.86 0.12 0.86
0.9 34 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.90 0.20 0.85 0.79 0.75 0.74
0.9 38 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.79 0.00 0.81
0.9 45 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.40 0.00 0.46
0.9 47 0.60 0.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.85 0.00 0.86
0.9 51 0.80 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.39 0.00 0.45
0.9 53 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.53 0.00 0.57
0.9 52 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.95 0.42 0.00 0.47
Table 4.7: True positive rates, false positive rates and accuracies for 0.9 precision partici-
pants.
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a document as non-relevant one has to read the whole document to make sure that there
is nothing in the document which matches to the relevance criterion. Participants who
worked on 0.1 precision sets see a lot of non-relevant documents and they get used to
judging non-relevant documents, so they do not make a lot of false positive mistakes.
They also get used to reading the documents carefully, so they do not miss out on relevant
documents, as judging a document as relevant requires them to just find a few sentences
which are relevant to the topic.
4.2 Analysis of Time
As part of the data collected in this study, we recorded time taken by participants on
every document for all phases. We calculated the average amount of time taken to judge a
relevant document, non-relevant document and also the average time to judge a document
in each phase for each of the three groups of participants. All this data was computed
considering NIST’s judgements as the source the truth. We also considered participant’s
judgement as the source of truth and re-computed the time data. Table 4.8 displays both
data sets.
By looking at the data in tables 4.8, we see, in both the cases participants took the
longest to judge a document in tutorial phase, then in qualification phase and the least
in the task phase. We can justify this by saying that they were learning to judge the
documents in tutorial phase. In qualification phase, even though they had learnt to judge
the documents, they wanted to qualify for the full study which made them work attentively
but once they cleared the qualification phase, they started working on their own pace.
We see that when we consider NIST’s judgement as the source of truth, participants
spend more time on relevant documents. But when we consider participant’s judgement
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Average time spent on a document considering NIST as the source of truth.
Group
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All
0.1 50 39 45 28 33 30 33 24 25
0.5 53 36 44 33 31 32 30 23 27
0.9 52 41 46 35 39 37 26 25 26
Avg. 52 39 45 32 34 33 30 24 26
Average time spent on a document considering user’s judgement as the source of truth.
Group
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All
0.1 36 52 45 26 34 30 28 24 25
0.5 43 46 44 32 32 32 29 25 27
0.9 36 54 46 34 39 37 23 29 26
Avg. 38 51 45 31 35 33 27 26 26
Table 4.8: Comparison of average time spent (in seconds) per document in different phases
of the study. First table displays numbers considering NIST as the source of truth and
second table shows the values if user’s judgement is considered as the source of truth.
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as the source of truth this behaviour is reversed for participants who judged 0.9 precision
sets: they spend more time on non-relevant documents.
We performed two-sided paired t-tests with 95% confidence interval between average
time spent on relevant and non-relevant documents for both cases (NIST as source of truth
and participant’s judgement as the source of truth) for different phases of the study. The
results of the t-test are displayed in table 4.9.
Table 4.10 shows the confusion matrix for the average time spent on a document in
task phase considering NIST as the source of truth.
By looking at the numbers in table 4.10, we observe that participants spend more time
when they make mistakes while judging documents for 0.1 or 0.5 precision sets. While
judging documents for 0.9 precision sets, participants take the most amount of time while
committing the mistake of judging NIST relevant document as non-relevant. When making
mistake of judging NIST non-relevant as relevant, they take the least amount of time. We
believe that this is due to the flow of judging a lot of relevant documents that they end up
judging a non-relevant document as relevant so quickly.
To observe the behaviour of each participant with respect to time spent on documents,
we calculated average time spent by each participant on relevant documents, non-relevant
documents and average time spent on a document in each phase of the study. This data
is displayed in tables 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13.
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t-test statistics considering NIST as the source of truth.
Group
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
p-value (Tutorial) p-value (Qualification) p-value (Task)
0.1 0.15 0.08 0.13
0.5 0.02 0.58 0.01
0.9 0.01 0.15 0.67
All < 0.001 0.10 0.01
t-test statistics considering user’s judgement as the source of truth.
Group
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
p-value (Tutorial) p-value (Qualification) p-value (Task)
0.1 0.23 0.01 0.20
0.5 0.93 0.78 0.07
0.9 0.03 0.02 0.01
All 0.06 0.01 0.40
Table 4.9: t-test statistics of average time spent (in seconds) by participants on relevant and
non-relevant documents in different phases of the study. First table displays the numbers
considering NIST as the source of truth and second table shows the results considering
user’s judgement as the source of truth.
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NIST Judgement

















Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All
0.1 6 11 41 26 17 43 30 18 33 31
0.1 11 76 62 69 45 31 38 21 14 15
0.1 3 20 25 23 28 32 30 41 16 19
0.1 12 7 9 8 6 14 10 58 78 76
0.1 14 34 23 29 29 13 21 31 11 13
0.1 25 196 113 154 62 67 64 70 23 28
0.1 18 59 64 62 37 56 47 11 18 18
0.1 31 22 41 32 33 50 42 30 34 34
0.1 32 51 30 40 33 27 30 24 30 29
0.1 35 67 46 56 28 49 39 23 22 22
0.1 36 65 50 57 37 36 37 15 14 14
0.1 30 6 14 10 11 13 12 9 13 13
0.1 39 140 62 101 41 58 50 103 22 30
0.1 40 48 31 39 32 24 28 25 18 19
0.1 43 43 35 39 21 27 24 48 19 22
0.1 42 16 31 23 14 23 18 27 30 30
0.1 49 11 11 11 8 10 9 23 15 16
0.1 50 27 23 25 14 16 15 18 19 19
Table 4.11: Comparison of average time spent (in seconds) per document by participants
who judged 0.1 precision sets.
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Group PID
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All
0.5 5 57 29 43 28 35 32 21 20 21
0.5 9 70 52 61 31 25 28 27 27 27
0.5 4 28 20 24 34 24 29 33 28 31
0.5 15 18 18 18 32 27 30 21 11 16
0.5 16 33 22 28 35 26 31 41 40 41
0.5 17 37 30 33 51 39 45 43 31 37
0.5 22 69 36 52 55 41 48 21 16 18
0.5 24 99 69 84 42 66 54 34 37 36
0.5 21 13 20 17 23 19 21 31 10 21
0.5 29 18 8 13 12 15 14 8 11 10
0.5 28 22 16 19 10 11 11 19 7 13
0.5 37 55 58 57 56 61 58 48 22 35
0.5 33 24 15 19 23 18 21 23 15 19
0.5 41 7 11 9 14 11 13 17 9 13
0.5 44 64 41 52 26 40 33 40 18 29
0.5 46 204 89 147 58 38 48 59 40 49
0.5 48 30 28 29 21 17 19 9 24 17
0.5 54 101 92 97 39 51 45 51 42 47
Table 4.12: Comparison of average time spent (in seconds) per document by participants
who judged 0.5 precision sets.
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Group PID
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All Rel Non-rel All
0.9 1 40 18 29 20 12 16 17 28 18
0.9 2 48 26 37 31 19 25 16 20 16
0.9 8 48 43 45 32 42 37 29 19 28
0.9 7 47 37 42 10 17 14 18 12 18
0.9 10 46 44 45 44 39 42 23 37 25
0.9 19 55 55 55 63 65 64 45 53 45
0.9 13 11 22 16 9 14 11 26 27 26
0.9 27 110 92 101 67 90 78 19 7 18
0.9 26 55 49 52 56 72 64 32 36 32
0.9 20 60 45 52 41 35 38 27 31 28
0.9 23 72 53 62 58 61 59 32 27 31
0.9 34 14 7 10 5 6 6 3 3 3
0.9 38 7 27 17 13 17 15 20 25 21
0.9 45 43 30 36 40 40 40 31 18 30
0.9 47 140 90 115 40 75 57 35 52 36
0.9 51 54 32 43 25 27 26 37 16 35
0.9 53 34 30 32 47 42 44 31 25 31
0.9 52 46 39 43 20 21 21 25 11 23
Table 4.13: Comparison of average time spent (in seconds) per document by participants
who judged 0.9 precision sets.
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4.3 Analysis of Assessor Criterion and Ability to Dis-
criminate
We calculated ability to discriminate (d′) and criterion (c) values for participants of three
groups for all phases. These values are displayed in table 4.14.
We see that in the task phase, participants in 0.9 precision group are the least con-
servative in their judging behaviour and the worst in their ability to discriminate between
relevant and non-relevant documents. Participants in 0.5 precision group are the best in
their ability to discriminate between relevant and non-relevant documents and are the most
conservative in their judging behaviour.
Group
Precision = 0.5 Precision = Group
Tutorial Qualification Task
d′ c d′ c d′ criterion
0.1 2.72 0.14 3.96 0.15 1.92 0.57
0.5 2.78 0.11 3.54 0.07 2.17 0.58
0.9 2.54 0.43 3.38 0.14 1.64 0.48
Avg. 2.65 0.23 3.60 0.12 1.89 0.53
Table 4.14: Ability to Discriminate and Assessor Criterion.
4.4 Cheaters
In this study, we trained participants on how to judge a document for a given topic.
After they were trained we tested them on the same and made sure that only qualified
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participants took part in the task phase. Since the participants had an incentive of earning
more remuneration by qualifying for the task phase, we thought it might have motivated
them to do well in the qualification task. But in the task phase, there was no motivation
to do well, rather, they just had to complete the study and earn remuneration. They
were neither being tracked for the quality of judgements they produced, nor, were they
being timed for the amount of time they spent on the task phase. We wanted to see if
this situation lured the participants to just finish the tasks as quickly as possible and not
care about the quality of work they produced. To discern such behaviour, we sorted the
participants based on the average time spent a document in the task phase. Table 4.15 lists
top 20 participants with fastest document judging time in task phase and various measures
associated with them.
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The fastest participant, participant id 34, does not have a good true positive rate. The
false positive rate for this participant is very high, but since he saw only 8 documents
which were non-relevant (0.9 precision set), we cannot say that this participant cheated.
Moreover, despite his liberality in judging documents, his ability to discriminate is above
0.
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Group PID Time TPR FPR eTPR eFPR d′ Criterion
0.9 34 3 0.79 0.75 0.79 0.72 0.22 -0.69
0.5 29 10 0.85 0.2 0.84 0.21 1.8 -0.09
0.1 14 13 1 0.07 0.94 0.08 2.96 -0.07
0.5 28 13 0.62 0 0.62 0.01 2.63 1.01
0.1 30 13 1 0.06 0.94 0.06 3.11 0
0.5 41 13 0.7 0.03 0.7 0.04 2.28 0.61
0.1 36 14 0.88 0.15 0.83 0.16 1.95 0.02
0.1 11 15 0 0.12 0.06 0.13 -0.43 1.34
0.9 2 16 0.61 0 0.61 0.06 1.83 0.64
0.5 15 16 0.85 0.07 0.84 0.09 2.34 0.17
0.1 49 16 0.5 0.03 0.5 0.03 1.88 0.94
0.5 48 17 0.93 0.05 0.91 0.06 2.9 0.11
0.9 1 18 0.75 0.25 0.75 0.28 1.26 -0.05
0.9 7 18 0.4 0.12 0.4 0.17 0.7 0.6
0.1 18 18 0.75 0.15 0.72 0.16 1.58 0.21
0.5 22 18 0.28 0 0.28 0.01 1.74 1.45
0.9 27 18 0.47 0.25 0.47 0.28 0.51 0.33
0.1 3 19 1 0 0.94 0.01 3.88 0.39
0.5 33 19 0.8 0.03 0.79 0.04 2.56 0.47
0.1 40 19 0.62 0.07 0.61 0.08 1.68 0.56
Table 4.15: Top 20 participants with fastest document judging time (in seconds) during
task phase.
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Another way we tried to find out the participants who were cheating was to see the
jump in their rank based on average time spent in qualification phase and average time
spent in task phase. This data is displayed in 4.16.
The participant with the longest jump in the rank had a reasonable true positive rate,
false positive rate, d′ and criterion.
Graphically, we can see in figure 4.1 that participants who worked faster in qualification
phase seemed to be working faster in task phase as well.
In summary, we can say that even though participants had the option of rushing through
the task phase and not care about the quality of work they produced, they did not take
advantage of this situation and worked honestly.
4.5 Time to judge as the phase proceeds
Figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 show the plots between document rank and the average time spent
on the document by participants in each group and document rank and average time spent
on the document across all groups respectively for tutorial phase. The vertical dotted line
in the plots separates two topics judged.
We see that, in general, the amount of time spent on the document decreases as the
participant proceeds for both the topics.
Similar plots for qualification phase are displayed in plots 4.4 and 4.5. Similar to the
plots for tutorial phase, the vertical dotted line in the plots separates two topics judged in
the qualification phase.
The plots do not clearly indicate reduction in the amount of time as the qualification









TPR FPR eTPR eFPR d′ c
0.9 27 78 18 37 0.47 0.25 0.47 0.28 0.51 0.33
0.1 18 47 18 28 0.75 0.15 0.72 0.16 1.58 0.21
0.5 22 48 18 28 0.28 0 0.28 0.01 1.74 1.45
0.1 11 38 15 26 0 0.12 0.06 0.13 -0.43 1.34
0.1 36 37 14 26 0.88 0.15 0.83 0.16 1.95 0.02
0.1 25 64 28 19 0.25 0.06 0.28 0.06 0.97 1.07
0.5 15 30 16 17 0.85 0.07 0.84 0.09 2.34 0.17
0.1 14 21 13 12 1 0.07 0.94 0.08 2.96 -0.07
0.9 2 25 16 11 0.61 0 0.61 0.06 1.83 0.64
0.1 35 39 22 11 0.38 0.04 0.39 0.05 1.37 0.96
0.9 10 42 25 10 0.86 0 0.86 0.06 2.64 0.24
0.9 26 64 32 10 0.81 0.12 0.8 0.17 1.8 0.06
0.1 39 50 30 10 0 0 0.06 0.01 0.77 1.94
0.9 23 59 31 9 0.86 0.12 0.86 0.17 2.03 -0.06
0.5 5 32 21 8 0.93 0 0.91 0.01 3.67 0.49
0.1 3 30 19 7 1 0 0.94 0.01 3.88 0.39
0.5 29 14 10 7 0.85 0.2 0.84 0.21 1.8 -0.09
0.5 37 58 35 4 0.82 0.03 0.82 0.04 2.67 0.42
0.9 20 38 28 3 0.62 0.12 0.62 0.17 1.26 0.32
0.1 40 28 19 3 0.62 0.07 0.61 0.08 1.68 0.56
Table 4.16: Top 20 participants with biggest rank jump in judging time (in seconds) spent

































































Time spent by participants per document in
task phase vs. Time spent in qualification phase
Figure 4.1: Average time spent by participants on a document in task phase versus the
same in qualification phase.
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qualification phase to qualify for the full study and hence, they took as much time as
required to correctly judge the documents. In addition to this, the variance among the time
spent by the participants on a document is more for first topic (mental illness) than for the
second topic (railway accidents). As mentioned in the section 3.1.2, for “mental illness”,
even though it is easy to distinguish between a relevant and a non-relevant document, but
one may have to read through the document carefully to judge it. Different participants
have different abilities to read and comprehend documents and this could be the cause
of variance in the time spent by participants on the documents for this topic. This is
not the case for “railway accidents”, as for this topic the information about relevance or
non-relevance is on the surface.
Similar plots for task phase displayed in figures 4.6 and 4.7 show that the amount of
time spent on a document decreases as the task phase proceeds.
The figure 4.8 shows the plot between doc rank and time spent on each document data
for all the phases.
In general, we can say that the time spent on a document decreases as a task proceeds.
Participants spend some amount of time learning about the task, but once they learn
judging the documents for a topic, the amount of time spent on a document decreases.
4.6 Effect of Time Taken to Judge Documents on
True Positive Rate and False Positive Rate
Figure 4.9 shows a plot between the average time spent on a document by participants
in task phase and the same in qualification phase. In general it appears that participants
faster during the qualification phase work faster in task phase.
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Figures 4.10 and 4.11 display the plots between the true positive rate and average time
spent on a document and the false positive rate and average time spent on a document by
participants respectively in task phase.
We see that there is no correlation between the time spent on a document and the true
positive rate and little to no correlation between the time spent on a document and false
positive rate. Participants seem to be working at their own pace, i.e. they work at a pace
they think is sufficient to judge the documents.
This observation is cemented by the similar plots shown in figures 4.12 and 4.13 for
qualification phase.
In qualification phase, participants had an incentive to clear the phase to qualify for
the task phase. All of these participants produced almost the same true positive rate and
false positive rate but took different amounts of time. This means that participants work
at the pace they think is sufficient to produce an expected quality of judgements.
We calculated the values of d′ and criterion for each of the participants in our study and
plotted them against the average time taken to judge a document. The plots are shown in
figures 4.14 and 4.15.
We see that there is no correlation between the ability to discriminate or criterion and
the time on a document.
In conclusion, we can say that there is little to no correlation between the amount of
time taken to judge a document and the quality of judgements produced. Participants
work at a pace they think is sufficient to judge a document.
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4.7 Analysis of Pre and Post Task Questionnaires
Section B.13 in the appendices chapter displays pre-task and post-task questionnaires pre-
sented to participants before they started and after they finished a task respectively. We
used 5 point Likert scale for each question asked to capture participants’ response. The pre-
liminary analysis of this data is presented in table 4.17. In our analysis, we have mapped
this scale to the values 1 through 5 with the most negative response mapped to 1, e.g.
“Very Difficult” and the most positive response mapped to 5, e.g. “Very Easy”, and the
neutral response to 3. Non-responses to any of the questions have been excluded while
doing this analysis.
From the data in table 4.17 we observe that participants find it easiest to find relevant
documents for precision 0.9. Participants’ experience was most enjoyable and they felt
most engaged for precision 0.5. It was easiest for participants to concentrate when they
worked on precision 0.1.
In our future work, we will do detailed analysis of this data similar to what Smucker




0.1 0.5 0.9 All
Pre-Task
Knowledge about Topic 2.22 2.28 2.31 2.27
(Nothing Known - Details Known)
Finding Relevant Docs 3.0 3.08 3.19 3.09
(Very Difficult - Very Easy)
Relevancy to Life 2.5 2.14 2.11 2.25
(Not at all - Very Much)
Interested to Learn 3.25 3.44 3.5 3.40
(Not at all - Very Much)
Post-Task
Finding Relevant Docs 2.72 3.03 3.14 2.96
(Very Difficult - Very Easy)
Experience 2.72 3.08 2.94 2.92
(Very Unenjoyable - Very Enjoyable)
Mood 3.08 3.17 2.97 3.07
(Very Bored - Very Engaged)
Ability to Concentrate 3.67 3.47 3.6 3.6
(Very Hard - Very Easy)
Table 4.17: Analysis of Pre and Post Task Questionnaires
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Figure 4.2: Time to judge as tutorial phase proceeds for different groups of participants.































Figure 4.3: Time to judge as tutorial phase proceeds for all participants. The vertical
dotted line separates two topics judged in the tutorial phase.
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Figure 4.4: Time to judge as qualification phase proceeds for different groups of partici-






































Figure 4.5: Time to judge as qualification phase proceeds for all participants. The vertical
dotted line separates two topics judged in the qualification phase.
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Figure 4.6: Time to judge as task phase proceeds for different groups of participants. The



















































































Figure 4.7: Time to judge as task phase proceeds for all participants. The vertical dotted
line separates two topics judged in the task phase.
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Figure 4.8: Time to judge as different phases proceed for all participants. Three vertical
dotted lines from left to right separate the two topics judged in tutorial phase, qualification

































































Time spent by participants per document in
task phase vs. Time spent in qualification phase
Figure 4.9: Average time spent by participants on a document in task phase vs. in quali-
fication phase.
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Time vs. TPR (Task)













Figure 4.10: Time to judge vs. true positive rate for task phase.
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Time vs. FPR (Task)













Figure 4.11: Time to judge vs. false positive rate for task phase.
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Time vs. TPR (Qualification)













Figure 4.12: Time to judge vs. true positive rate for qualification phase.
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Time vs. FPR (Qualification)













Figure 4.13: Time to judge vs. false positive rate for qualification phase.
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Time vs. d' (with smoothing) (Task)





Figure 4.14: Time to judge vs. d′ for task phase.
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Time vs. Criterion (with smoothing) (Task)













In this thesis, we presented a user study which was conducted to understand the behaviour
of participants as the precision level changes while judging relevance of documents. We
analyzed the behaviour of three different groups of participants by using various measures
like true positive rate, false positive rate, accuracy, ability to discriminate (d′) and criterion
(c).
The key contributions of this thesis are:
• We showed that prevalence affects the quality of participants’ judgements. Partici-
pants’ true positive rates and false positive rates are the best when they work on 0.5
precision sets, although no statistically significant difference was found between the
rates at 0.1 and the rates at 0.5.
• Prevalence also has an effect on amount of time spent on the documents while judging.
If we consider NIST judgements as the gold standard, participants spend more time
on relevant documents than on non-relevant documents. If we consider participants’
75
judgements as the source of truth, this behaviour changes for participants working on
0.9 precision sets: they spend more time on non-relevant documents. As prevalence
increases, time spent on NIST relevant documents decreases.
• We showed that participants start slowly when the task begins and speed up and
judge documents faster as the task proceeds.
• It appears that there is little to no correlation between the time to judge a document
and the quality of judgements produced. Our data shows that participants appear
to work at their own pace to produce a given quality of work.
In summary, we can say that relevance judging studies should avoid documents sets
with high level of precisions. Precision 0.5 appears to be better than precision 0.9, but we
did not find statistically significant difference between the judging quality at precision 0.1
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For this user study we'll be using slight modification of the protocol given by Toms et al.
"WiIRE: the Web interactive information retrieval experimentation system prototype,"




3. Demographic and Background Questionnaire




if participant fails, go to 11.
8. Pre Task Questionnaire
9. Task
10. Post Task Questionnaire
11. Thank You
Study will involve the participants determining the relevance of documents to a given search
topic. The participants will be shown documents and the search topic and asked whether or
not they think the document is relevant to the search topic. We will vary the prevalence of
relevant documents between three levels across the participants. Each participant will only
view sets of documents at a given level of prevalence.
We will collect timing information and associated computer usage data unobtrusively during the
study.
c. Will this study involve the administration/use of any drug, medical device, biologic, or natural health
product? No
2. Participants Involved in the Study 
a. Indicate who will be recruited as potential participants in this study.
UW Participants: 
   Undergraduate students
Graduate students
Faculty and/or Staff
b. Describe the potential participants in this study including group affiliation, gender, age range and any other
special characteristics.  Describe distinct or common characteristics of the potential participants or a group
(e.g., a group with a particular health condition) that are relevant to recruitment and/or procedures (e.g., A
group with asbestosis is included. People with this condition tend to be male, 50+ years, worked with
asbestos.).  If only one gender is to be selected for recruitment, provide a justification for this.
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Adults fluent in English, familiar with web search (e.g. Google, Yahoo, Bing), and capable of
unassisted use of a computer with keyboard, mouse, and LCD monitor.
c. How many participants are expected to be involved in this study? For a clinical trial, medical device testing,
or study with procedures that pose greater than minimal risk, sample size determination information is to be
provided, as outlined in Guidance Note C2c.
24 to 60 plus a couple of participants during the pilot phase. Study will involve 4 to 8 topics.
We know that human performance in text retrieval varies across both humans and the search
topics. Each participant will be completing 2 out of 8 topics and since we need each topic to
be judged by at least 3 participants because of the 3 levels of prevalence studied, we would
need 8X3/2 or 12 participants to complete a block. 12 participants is on the low side given the
known variability of human behavior in search tasks. We may increase the number of
participants to up to 60 if needed in blocks of 12. Thus we would need 60 participants at most
plus a couple of pilot testing participants. This will be a convenience sample of students and
other adults of the University of Waterloo community.
3. Recruitment Process and Study Location
a. From what source(s) will the potential participants be recruited?  
Other UW sources: We will send email on various mailing uw mailing lists & posters across the
campus.
b. Describe how and by whom the potential participants will be recruited. Provide a copy of any materials to
be used for recruitment (e.g. posters(s), flyers, cards, advertisement(s), letter(s), telephone, email, and other
verbal scripts).
We will send email on various University of Waterloo mailing lists & post posters across the
campus.
c. Where will the study take place?      On campus: On campus: CPH 4335     
4. Remuneration for Participants 
Will participants receive remuneration (financial, in-kind, or otherwise) for participation?      Yes 
If Yes, provide details: 
Participants who complete the full study will be paid $25 for the user study, which should take
2 hours to complete. Participants will be asked to go through a qualification task which will be
very similar to actual tasks. This task will take approximately 40 minutes to complete. If
participants successfully complete this task, they'll be asked to complete the main tasks which
should take 80 minutes to complete. If participants fail to complete the qualification task,
they'll not be allowed to work on the main tasks and will be paid $7 for their participation in
the qualification task. Should the participants need to leave or are asked to leave in case of
obvious non-compliance with study protocol (e.g. reading emails, surfing web), they will be
paid on prorated basis rounded up to the nearest dollar.
5. Feedback to Participants
Describe the plans for provision of study feedback and attach a copy of the feedback letter to be used.
Wherever possible, written feedback should be provided to study participants including a statement of
appreciation, details about the purpose and predictions of the study, restatement of the provisions for
confidentiality and security of data, an indication of when a study report will be available and how to obtain a
copy, contact information for the researchers, and the ethics review and clearance statement.
Refer to the Checklist for Feedback Sheets on ORE web site:
http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/application/samples/checklistfeedback.htm 
Participants will be advised that if they are interested in the outcomes of the study, they may
contact the principal investigator at a later time to learn about any resulting publications.
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D. POTENTIAL BENEFITS FROM THE STUDY
1. Identify and describe any known or anticipated direct benefits to the participants from their
involvement in the project.   
There are no known direct benefits to the participants from their involvement in the project.
2.Identify and describe any known or anticipated benefits to the scientific community/society from
the conduct of this study. 
Information retrieval (text search) has become part of daily life for many Canadians, as well as
people around the world. This study has the long term potential to allow researchers to better
evaluate retrieval systems. With better evaluation tools that allow for faster and more
accurate evaluations, the rate at which retrieval systems improve should increase. With better
retrieval systems, people are able to find information previously hidden and the more relevant
information people have, the better decisions they are able to make.
E. POTENTIAL RISKS TO PARTICIPANTS FROM THE STUDY
1. For each procedure used in this study, describe any known or anticipated risks/stressors to the
participants. Consider physiological, psychological, emotional, social, economic risks/stressors. A
study–specific current health status form must be included when physiological assessments are
used and the associated risk(s) to participants is minimal or greater. 
Minimal risks anticipated.
Participants will be asked to use a computer with keyboard, mouse, and LCD monitor to answer
brief questionnaires as well as to read and make decisions about documents and document
summaries. These activities are common to everyday life and pose no greater risk. The search
topics that will be utilized are those that might be used by an analyst and none of them deal
with matters outside of what is commonly found in major newspapers. All documents come
from either major newswire services (Associate Press, etc.) or from U.S. governmental
agencies.
If the risk is greater than minimal and the study is industry sponsored, then Appendix B is to be completed.
2. Describe the procedures or safeguards in place to protect the physical and psychological health
of the participants in light of the risks/stressors identified in E1. 
As the study involves only minimal risk, no explicit procedures or safeguards will be in place
other than to provide a safe, usable computer system in a university computing lab commonly
used by students.
F. INFORMED CONSENT PROCESS
Researchers are advised to review the Sample Materials section of the ORE website
Refer to sample information letters and consent forms: 
http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/application/101samples.htm 
1. What process will be used to inform the potential participants about the study details and to obtain their
consent for participation? 
Information letter with written consent form
2. If written consent cannot be obtained from the potential participants, provide a justification for this. 
3 D thi t d i l h t i th i t ( i )?
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3. Does this study involve persons who cannot give their own consent (e.g. minors)? No
G. ANONYMITY OF PARTICIPANTS AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA
1. Provide a detailed explanation of the procedures to be used to ensure anonymity of participants and
confidentiality of data both during the research and in the release of the findings. 
All participants will be issued an anonymous identifier (ID). The mapping from a participant's
name to the ID will be maintained for the length of the study. This mapping will kept in a
locked cabinet in a secure location during the study and will be destroyed at the completion of
the study. After the study concludes, there will be no way to identify a participant to the
data. All computer usage will be with computers in a University of Waterloo computer lab and
not with personally identifiable computers, i.e. participants will not use their own computer. All
data collected will be retained indefinitely and will be used for research purposes. We may
refer to individual participants when describing the results or the study, and in these cases,
we will always refer to "participant 1" or some other similar anonymous name. Participants'
names will never appear in any publication that results from this study.
2. Describe the procedures for securing written records, video/audio tapes, questionnaires and recordings.
Identify (i) whether the data collected will be linked with any other dataset and identify the linking dataset and
(ii) whether the data will be sent outside of the institution where it is collected or if data will be received from
other sites.  For the latter, are the data de-identified, anonymized, or anonymous? 
The document test collection that we use comes from the U.S. National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST). This is a publicly available dataset. By our very use of this dataset,
we will "link" with it, but we will not be linking your information collected here to any other
information that concerns the you personally. We may choose to distribute the data collected
to other researchers. All data will be anonymized at the conclusion of the study and prior to
any distribution, but each participant's data will remain identifiable as coming from an
individual, i.e. "participant 1", "participant 2", etc. We will not publicly share this data, i.e. the
data would only be made available to other researchers for research purposes.
3. Indicate how long the data will be securely stored and the method to be used for final disposition of the
data.
Paper Records
      Data will be retained indefinitely in a secure location.
Electronic Data
      Data will be retained indefinitely in a secure location.
Location: Location: Principal investigator's office (paper) and on secure computers.
4. Are there conditions under which anonymity of participants or confidentiality of data cannot be guaranteed? 
   Yes
If Yes, please provide details:
We will conduct the study in groups of more than one participant at a time. Fellow participants
will know those that participated, but the anonymity of the resulting data is guaranteed.
H. DECEPTION  
1. Will this study involve the use of deception?     No
Researchers must ensure that all supporting materials/documentation for their applications are submitted with
the signed, hard copies of the ORE form 101/101A. Note, materials shown below in bold are normally required
as part of the ORE application package. The inclusion of other materials depends on the specific type of
projects




Researchers are advised to review the Sample Materials section of the ORE web site:
http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/application/101samples.htm
 
Protocol Involves a Drug, Medical Device, Biologic, or Natural Health Product
If the study procedures include administering or using a drug, medical device, biologic, or natural health
product that has been or has not been approved for marketing in Canada then the researcher is to complete
Appendix A, a Word document. Appendix A is to be attached to each of the two copies of the application
that are submitted to the ORE. Information concerning studies involving a drug, biologic, natural health
product, or medical devices can be found on the ORE website.
Drug , biologic or natural health product http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/researchTypes/clinical.htm
Medical devices: http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/researchTypes/devices.htm
Appendix A http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/application/101samples.htm
Please check below all appendices that are attached as part of your application package:
- Recruitment Materials: A copy of any poster(s), flyer(s), advertisement(s), letter(s),
telephone or other verbal script(s) used to recruit/gain access to participants.
- Information Letter and Consent Form(s)*. Used in studies involving interaction with
participants (e.g. interviews, testing, etc.)
- Data Collection Materials: A copy of all survey(s), questionnaire(s), interview questions,
interview themes/sample questions for open-ended interviews, focus group questions, or any
standardized tests.
- Feedback letter *
* Refer to sample letters:
http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/human/application/101samples.htm 
NOTE: The submission of incomplete application packages will increase the duration of the ethics review
process.
To avoid common errors/omissions, and to minimize the potential for required revisions, applicants should
ensure that their application and attachments are consistent with the Check list For Ethics Review of Human
Research Application
http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/form101/checklist.htm
Please note the submission of incomplete packages may result in delays in receiving full ethics clearance.
We suggest reviewing your application with the Checklist For Ethics Review of Human Research Applications 
to minimize any required revisions and avoid common errors/omissions.
http://iris.uwaterloo.ca/ethics/form101/checklist.htm
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and agree to comply with the principles and articles outlined in the TCPS. In the case of student
research, as Faculty Supervisor, my signature indicates that I have read and approved this
application and the thesis proposal, deem the project to be valid and worthwhile, and agree to
provide the necessary supervision of the student.
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School of Computer Science 
University of Waterloo 
 Participants Needed for Research in 
Text Search 
• We are looking for volunteers to take part in a study of text 
search (if you use Google, Yahoo! or Bing to search the web, 
that is text search). 
• As a participant in this study, you would be asked to complete 
demographic and task-related questionnaires, and judge the 
relevance of documents. 
• The study will involve a qualification task and judging the 
relevance of documents for 2 search topics. The qualification 
task is estimated to take 40 minutes to complete and the 
judging of documents for 2 search topics is estimated to take 1 
hour and 20 minutes to complete. 
• In appreciation for your time, you will receive $25 for 
completing the full study.  After going through the qualification 
task, if you fail to qualify for the full study, you will not continue 
in the study session and will be paid $7 for your participation. 
• For more information about this study, or to volunteer for this 
study, please contact: 
Chandra Prakash Jethani 




This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance  
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B.6 Example of a document on first topic for tutorial
and qualification phases
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B.7 Example of a feedback on judgement given on
first topic for tutorial and qualification phases
B.8 Second topic for tutorial and qualification phases
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B.9 Example of a document on second topic for tuto-
rial and qualification phases
B.10 Example of a feedback on judgement given on
second topic for tutorial and qualification phases
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B.11 End of tutorial phase
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B.12 End of qualification phase
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